Soil Erosion Due to Defective Pipes: A Hidden Hazard Beneath Our Feet
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Abstract: Sinkholes are a significant underground hazard that threatens infrastructure and lives and sometimes results in fatalities. The annual cost of sinkhole damages exceeds $300 million, although this estimate is likely underestimated due to the need for national tracking. Sinkholes can also alter natural drainage patterns, leading to increased flood risk. While natural sinkholes occur, those in urban areas are predominantly manmade, caused by soil erosion from defective pipes, typically due to aging. Climate change, storm surges, and urbanization have accelerated subsidence in urban environments, posing greater risks to critical infrastructure and densely populated areas. Extensive research has focused on soil erosion in dams; however, this knowledge does not necessarily apply to erosion through orifices, where gravity and other factors play significant roles. This paper presents a critical literature review on internal soil erosion due to defective pipes (SEDP). The review highlights that hydraulic loading, backfill type, and pipe conditions (defect shape, size, and depth) influence SEDP. Key findings from experiments and numerical studies are summarized, while mechanisms and knowledge gaps are identified. However, it is concluded that the current understanding in this field remains limited, underscoring the urgent need for further experimental and numerical research to expand the knowledge base on SEDP.
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1. Background

1.1. Internal Soil Erosion

The multifactorial nature of soil erosion certainly recalls a puzzle for the scientific engineering community. Indeed, soil erosion is commonly referred to as a complex natural process in which soil is carried away by physical forces such as wind and water, which can be both external or internal, i.e., it can occur at the surface or in the subsurface. External erosion is mainly attributed to surface wind loads and water flow [1]. This can be observed, for example, in desert settings or riverbanks [2]. Internal soil erosion is mostly due to water flow through the porous media. This paper focuses on internal soil erosion only, and external erosion is being disregarded hereinafter. More specifically, the paper examines a type of soil erosion known as soil erosion due to defective pipes (SEDP), which primarily occurs in urban areas. It is important to understand that in urban settings, a defective pipe refers to a damaged or deteriorated pipe that can result in issues like leaks within the pipe system and affect the surrounding soil.

Internal soil erosion happens when fine particles of soil migrate (or erode) through the porous domain due to seepage forces generated from water flow within a soil mass [3]. Internal soil erosion is a hazardous phenomenon since it often remains undetected until the final degradation steps and eventually failure, i.e., until it is too late to intervene [4]. Research that focuses on subsurface soil erosion (internal soil erosion) is disproportionally less than research that focuses on surface erosion processes (external soil erosion) [5]. Most...
subsurface erosion studies have concentrated on natural sinkholes primarily observed in soluble rocks [6–9] or on soil erosion through embankment dams [4,10–13]. Studies that focus on subsurface erosion in urban areas due to defective pipes are very rare.

In this paper, we analyzed the existing literature on SEDP to determine and critically evaluate the current state of knowledge. Because internal soil erosion in embankment dams has been widely studied (probably the most studied internal erosion phenomenon in civil engineering), we present a short description of the internal soil erosion mechanics of embankment dams in the next section and discuss their applicability to SEDP.

1.2. Internal Soil Erosion in Embankment Dams

Internal soil erosion in embankment dams has been extensively researched. Bonelli [14] and Robbins and Griffiths [13] classify internal erosion mechanisms in embankment dams into four groups: (1) concentrated leaks, (2) backward erosion piping, (3) contact erosion, and (4) internal instability, also known as suffusion and suffosion. These mechanisms (see Figure 1) may appear either separately or simultaneously depending on different factors that include the seepage flow direction, soil mass conditions, and soil particle distribution, among others.

![Figure 1. Mechanisms of soil erosion in embankment dams: (a) concentrated leak erosion, (b) backward erosion piping, (c) contact erosion, and (d) internal instability (suffusion/suffosion).](image_url)

1. (1) Concentrated leak erosion happens when soil particles erode through an existing open space—e.g., cracks, gaps, animal burrows—due to seepage flow. Water flows within these open spaces freely and washes out the soil particles. This type of erosion mechanism is by far the most hazardous, which more frequently leads to the failure of embankment dams [4,13];

2. (2) Backward erosion piping occurs primarily where a high hydraulic gradient exists beneath the embankments and downstream, and according to the U.S. Department of Interior [15], the seepage forces must be large enough to form a pipe in the direction of the seepage path;

3. (3) Contact erosion, also defined as ‘scour,’ refers to the gradual and selective erosion of fine particles that occurs at the contact zone between the foundation or core and filter during a flow regime parallel to the contact zone [15,16]. If this process remains undetected for a long period of time, backward erosion piping can occur as a result of this mechanism;

4. (4) Internal instability occurs when fine particles segregate or wash out from coarse particle mass due to the seepage flow. This type of erosion may occur with changes in volume (suffosion) or without changes in volume (suffusion), according to Fannin and Slagen [17]. Internal instability extensively happens in embankment dams. This type of erosion is one of the most studied by researchers, even though it is categorized as the least hazardous internal erosion mechanism.
The erodibility of geomaterials varies with the soil properties. The susceptibility of geomaterials to soil erosion can be tested in the laboratory under different flow regimes. Different laboratory tests have been developed throughout the years to test the soil erosion mechanisms and determine the susceptibility of geomaterials to soil erosion. For example, to evaluate the piping potential in embankment dams, pinhole tests can be conducted [18]. Likewise, for concentrated leak erosion in embankments, hole erosion tests and slot erosion tests were developed by Wan and Fell [19]. The erosion function apparatus was developed to evaluate surficial erosion [3,20]. It is worth noting that most conventional laboratory apparatus has limitations, and some researchers have tried to modify the standard existing apparatus to address their limitations and better study the phenomenon of soil erosion in embankment dams [20,21].

Despite the large number of soil erosion studies in embankment dams, there are a little number of studies of SEDP in urban areas. The knowledge obtained from the studies into the mechanisms of soil erosion in embankment dams is certainly important since some of the mechanisms observed are also present in SEDP, for example, internal instability and concentrated leak erosion. However, the mechanisms that drive soil erosion in embankment dams cannot be used to explain soil erosion through orifices, such as SEDP, since the Relative size effect of the defects and gravity (which are not factors in embankment dam erosion) seem to play a crucial role and may even be the dominating driver in SEDP [22–25]. Furthermore, studies that examine the mechanisms of SEDP in detail are rare, as will be outlined in the paper. Consequently, further research into the mechanics of SEDP is urgently needed.

1.3. Soil Erosion in Urban Environments

One of the biggest threats stemming from soil erosion in urban environments is the formation of sinkholes. Sinkholes, cavities in the ground, are normally formed either by the dissolution of rock in karst environments or by internal soil erosion. Many researchers have studied the occurrence of sinkholes in karst terrains [6,7,26–28]. Soil erosion through dams is also relatively well understood due to the significant amount of research done in this field, as described in the previous section. However, in urban environments, deteriorating buried pipes are the main cause of SEDP. This type of internal soil erosion is initiated by the existence of defective buried pipes. Once the defect is present, if the water table is above the detective pipe, infiltration takes place, and the SEDP propagates due to the seepage forces induced by hydraulic gradients. As soil erosion progresses, a cavity right above the defect will form, which eventually may cause ground failure, typically causing a sinkhole [29,30]. This seems to be the most reported mechanism; however, if the defect is present in the lower part of the pipe, and the water table is below the pipe, exfiltration from the fluids inside the pipe may also cause soil erosion, creating a void right underneath the pipe. If it progresses, it may also lead to a collapse. Exfiltration due to sewerage overflows during storm events is also another scenario in which soil erosion may initiate. The SEDP progression mechanism will be further discussed later in this article in a separate section.

Soil erosion in urban environments can have devastating consequences. Laura [31] reports a catastrophic sinkhole with damages of 7.7 million dollars in Tucson, Arizona, in 2002 due to soil erosion due to a broken sewer pipe. Also, in Syracuse, New York, a sinkhole with a diameter of 9 m and depth of 6 m collapsed because of the SEDP after a heavy storm in 2011 [32]. More recently 2017, another devastating sinkhole in the size of a football field appeared in Fraser, Michigan, causing 20 houses to sink into it [33]. A recent case of a large sinkhole happened in September 2021 near Hoboken in New Jersey, in the aftermath of hurricane Ida. The large sinkhole damaged the road and dragged two vehicles into it (see Figure 2). After local surface exploration, it was revealed that the sinkhole occurrence was due to the SEDP. There is no national track of the number of sinkholes and their consequences; however, a few authors have gathered databases of these events. Tang [34] and Indiketiya [35] assembled the most comprehensive databases to date on sinkhole incidents due to SEDP.
It is undeniable that SEDP is a significant problem in urban areas, which can have fatal consequences, as demonstrated in previous case reports and investigations. This is a problem that is likely to become more pressing in modern cities because of increased urbanization and aging infrastructure. Despite the previous efforts to study internal erosion in embankment dams, these results cannot completely explain the mechanism of SEDP. This review provides a comprehensive overview of the SEDP problem in urban areas. The existing studies into SEDP and its mechanics need to be more systematic and conclusive. Given the ongoing urbanization and aging subsurface infrastructure, SEDP in urban areas will only continue to aggravate, necessitating the development of strategies to mitigate soil erosion risks and protect urban communities. In the next sections, the authors examine the existing experimental and numerical research on SEDP while discussing the mechanisms of SEDP and the gaps in current knowledge and offering recommendations for future studies.

2. Soil Erosion Due to Defective Pipes (SEDP): Experimental Studies

According to Kuwano et al. [36], embedded pipes may be defected due to several factors, including poor construction, aging process, environmental loads, external loads such as earthquakes and traffic loads, or a combination thereof. Kuwano et al. [36] reported that inadequate construction is the main reason for the origin of pipe defects, mainly due to human errors and accidents during construction. Indiketiya [35] describes defects in sewer pipes due to the construction of other nearby structures, such as piles, water pipes, and gas pipes. Indiketiya [35] stated that most of these defects are caused by human errors that can largely be avoided by proper due diligence during the planning phase of construction projects, which includes a detailed utility investigation. Utility investigations are fundamental in urban environments and densely populated areas with a complex subsurface utility infrastructure network (pipes, conduits, cables). It should include reviewing available public records and utility maps, contacting utility companies directly, when possible, and field inspection for evidence of subsurface utilities. Even though unintentional damage to pipes occurs during the construction of other structures, aging is likely to be the most influential factor causing the defect development in pipes. Pipe deterioration is intrinsically related to the type of pipe material, the environment surrounding the pipe, and the loads the pipe...
is subjected to during its life cycle. For example, ceramic-made and concrete-made pipes showed the highest deterioration proportion, and sewer pipes’ damage risk considerably increases when the pipe age is higher than 25 years [36]. Freeze-thaw cycles are an example of environmental loads which induce pipe defects [37,38]. Other external loads, such as traffic loads, adjacent construction of buildings, as well as earthquakes, can also cause pipe damage [39,40].

Table 1 summarizes the most relevant experimental research efforts that have been conducted to study the mechanics of SEDP. Several variables and parameters were considered in these studies, which include defect size, defect shape, water head, hydraulic load backfill type, backfill height, backfill relative density, and pipe location. In Table 1, only parameters which varied during the experiments are listed. The table also contains the experimental test box size. Their dimensions ranged from 130 mm to 1400 mm; however, most of the experimental works were done at small scales. Finally, the main findings of each research effort are summarized. Note that all the research mentioned in the table refers to non-pressurized pipes.

Table 1. Summary of experimental research in SEDP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Varied Parameter(s)</th>
<th>Test Box (mm)</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mukunoki et al. [24]</td>
<td>Defect shape; defect size; hydraulic load application $^1$</td>
<td>Cylinder $^1$; 130 × 100</td>
<td>Cyclic hydraulic loading causes larger ground subsidence than monotonic loading (for the same type of backfill soil).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mukunoki et al. [41]</td>
<td>Defect size; relative density; particle size; Cylinder; 130 × 100</td>
<td>Relative density plays a crucial role in SEDP, and backfill with low relative density is more susceptible to SEDP. The ratio between mean particle size ($D_{50}$) and defect size is significant when predicting the erodibility of soils. Curvature and uniformity coefficients are also important parameters when prediction soil erosion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. [42]</td>
<td>Particle size; water head; defect size; backfill height</td>
<td>Rectangular $^2$; 500 × 500 × 600 Cylinder; 480 × 500</td>
<td>Particle and defect size had a major influence on the SEDP rate $^3$, while water head ($h_w$) and backfill height ($h_s$) had a major impact on the cavity formation geometry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sato and Kuwano [43]</td>
<td>Other subsurface pipe locations; soil type</td>
<td>Rectangular; 300 × 200 × 80</td>
<td>If another subsurface pipe exists overhead the pipe with the defect, this only changes the cavity formation shape. This shape depends closely on the relative location of both pipes (the defective and the non-defective one).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiketiya et al. [44]</td>
<td>Hydraulic load application</td>
<td>Rectangular; 800 × 400 × 100</td>
<td>Particles less than 0.3 mm are highly susceptible to erosion through 5 mm openings of embedment material with a maximum particle size of 4.75 mm. When the water table is below the void, the void is stable. When the water table is between the void ceiling and the defect, the void ceiling is stable; meanwhile, when the void is submerged, it becomes unstable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang et al. [45]</td>
<td>Particle size; slot position; slot size; water level</td>
<td>Rectangular; 500 × 500 × 80</td>
<td>The ratio between sand volumetric flow rate ($q_s$) and water volumetric flow rate ($q_w$) is linearly proportional. Also, the relationship between $q_s/q_w$ and the particle-defect size ratio is exponentially proportional.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karoui et al. [46]</td>
<td>Water head; hydraulic load application</td>
<td>Rectangular; 400 × 300 × 140</td>
<td>They measured pore pressure near the defect and found it fluctuates as the cavity forms or expands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiketiya et al. [47]</td>
<td>Soil type; slot size; hydraulic load application</td>
<td>Rectangular; 800 × 400 × 100</td>
<td>When the backfill material is finer, the onset of cavity formation occurs faster (i.e., it happens at the earlier cycles) than with coarser backfill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwak et al. [48]</td>
<td>Soil type; relative density</td>
<td>Rectangular; 1400 × 900 × 100</td>
<td>Uniformly graded soils are more susceptible to soil erosion and sinkhole formation than non-uniformly graded soils.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basak and Sarkar [49]</td>
<td>Water head; slot size; slot location</td>
<td>Rectangular; 600 × 500 × 120</td>
<td>The soil erosion rate is highest when the slot (defect) is located on top of the pipe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The existing experimental research (major findings summarized in Table 1) indicates that the variables that most affect the mechanics of SEDP are the hydraulic condition, the soil type (particularly its gradation), and the pipe defect characteristics. In the following sections, a description of these variables and their effect on the mechanics of SEDP is elaborated.

### 2.1. Hydraulic Conditions

Based on the literature, hydraulic loading conditions are one of the most influential factors in the rate and volume of soil erosion. This makes sense since soil particle displacement initiates by seepage forces induced by a pressure difference resulting from the existence of pipe defect. Several researchers studied the effect of different types of hydraulic loadings on SEDP. Overall, three types of hydraulic conditions were used by different researchers to simulate real-life conditions: 1. monotonic water inflow (exfiltration) to simulate the pipe leakage. 2. monotonic water drainage (infiltration) to simulate leakage from surrounding media into the pipe. 3. infiltration—exfiltration cycles to study the long-term effects of leakage into and from pipes (see Figure 3 for details).

**Figure 3.** Different types of hydraulic loading applications; (a) Monotonic water exfiltration (outflow), in which water supplies from the defect and drains from the top of the sample (b) Monotonic water infiltration (inflow), in which the sample is already fully saturated, and the water (rainwater) infiltrates through the defect, (c) Infiltration—exfiltration cycles where the water is supplied through the defect until it becomes fully saturated (exfiltration) and the supplied water discharges from the defect afterward (infiltration).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Varied Parameter(s)</th>
<th>Test Box (mm)</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ali and Choi [50]</td>
<td>Soil type; defect location; hydraulic load</td>
<td>Rectangular; 700 × 600 × 330</td>
<td>Developed a sinkhole/ground settlement risk index as a function of soil type, hydraulic load and defect location. However, the number of tests done was very limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwak et al. [51]</td>
<td>Hydraulic load application</td>
<td>Rectangular; 1400 × 900 × 100</td>
<td>Rainfall intensity dramatically impacts ground subsidence during and after rainfall and sinkhole occurrence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [52]</td>
<td>Hydraulic head; defect shape</td>
<td>Rectangular; 400 × 750 × 200</td>
<td>In gapped graded backfill, the loss of fines is mostly seen above the defect beyond the onset region. A higher hydraulic head leads to a higher risk of collapse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khudhair et al. [53]</td>
<td>Soil type; water head</td>
<td>Rectangular; 700 × 490 × 100</td>
<td>Determined two parameters strongly influenced the soil erosion process and subsidence: water head and soil type. Water pressure was directly proportional to the volume of eroded material, and clayey soil was highly susceptible to subsidence but not soil erosion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed et al. [54]</td>
<td>Water head; defect location; defect size; soil type</td>
<td>Rectangular; 1500 × 750 × 1000</td>
<td>The ground subsidence shape and dimensions (maximum settlement and width) depend on the defect location, size, water head, and soil type. When the soil type is finer, the ground subsidence is more pronounced.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Diameter × Height. 2 Length × Height × Width. 3 SEDP rate: Water and eroded soil flow rate during the test.
Mukunoki et al. [24] applied the three loading conditions described above in their laboratory studies (Figure 3). They constantly supplied water from the defect with a constant head of 1000 mm ($h_w = 1000$ mm). In their experiments, the soil backfill was prepared at the optimum moisture content of 10% then the water was supplied from the defect.

Mukunoki et al. [24] used an X-ray CT scanner to study the disturbance and eroded void expansion after each step of the hydraulic loading application. They observed that the monotonic water inflow hydraulic condition (exfiltration) loosens the soil sample, but no cavity was formed. During monotonic water drainage (infiltration), a cavity was observed. Later, Mukunoki et al. [41] performed further infiltration-exfiltration tests with higher numbers of cycles, up to 100. In both experimental campaigns (2009 and 2012), infiltration-exfiltration cyclic loading causes catastrophic damage when compared with the monotonic tests. This conclusion points to the potential adverse effect and eventual catastrophic consequences, of climate change on SEDP, since as the frequency of flooding increases (due to climate change), and consequently water table levels, so will the number of infiltration-exfiltration cycles which may lead to an unexpected occurrence of catastrophic sinkholes in urban environments.

Guo et al. [42] and Guo and Zhu [55] also studied the effect of hydraulic conditions on SEDP by looking at the effect of the water head ($h_w$). To accomplish this, they added water during specimen preparation to create the $h_w$, as shown in Figure 4, by continuously supplying water from the top of the tank. Then they let the water head decline steadily with time. The water head varied from 20 mm to 80 mm. The results obtained from the experiments indicated that changes in $h_w$ had a negligible effect on both sand and water discharge flow rate. Still, it affected the erosion time and, thus, the volume of eroded material. Tang et al. [56] made similar observations through their experiments: they noticed that the volumetric water flow had a direct relationship with $h_w$ as expected, and consequently, the eroded soil rate increases as $h_w$ increases.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Monotonic water infiltration hydraulic loading application with water head declination.

Indiketiya et al. [44,47] performed cyclic infiltration-exfiltration tests (Figure 3c). They were the first researchers to consider the water inflow duration (or volume) for different cycles. However, they did not provide any information or conclusion on how the duration of each cycle affected SEDP. In their studies, Indiketiya et al. [44] prepared a specimen at its optimum moisture content layer by layer. Then they applied the hydraulic loading from the defect through a constant head of 1000 mm. The stability of the existing void was monitored after each cycle. Specifically, they looked at the existing cavity ceiling height ($H_{cc}$) versus the maximum water level ($H_{max}$). They observed that the void ceiling would collapse if $H_{max}$ is larger than $H_{cc}$ (see Figure 5).
Kwak et al. [48,51] used a large-scale experimental setup to examine the impact of rainfall intensity on SEDP. Like what is presented in Figure 3c, they modeled the effects of rainfall intensity by changing $h_w$, which they achieved by supplying water from the bottom of the test tank. Kwak et al. [51] considered three rainfall intensity levels through different water levels $h_w$ of 450, 700, and 900 mm. They observed that rainfall intensity considerably impacts soil deformation during and after rainfall. They observed that ground subsidence only occurred during severe precipitation (extremely heavy rainfall intensity, i.e., $h_w = 900$ mm), which did not happen during the other two rainfall conditions. In addition, in the case of severe precipitation, once the rainfall stopped (i.e., the application of the external water from the defect), soil erosion occurred, and a cavity eventually developed. Based on their findings, Kwak et al. [51] hypothesize that there is a rainfall threshold after which the volume of eroded soil increases exponentially with the rainfall intensity. This is an important finding which could provide information for the development of models that predict internal soil erosion rates based on rain intensity (among other characteristics), help define the risk of SEDP in urban areas and quantify the effects of climate change on the acceleration of SEDP.

Zhang et al. [52] also examined the effect of hydraulic head. Three different water tables were applied in their experiments, i.e., $h_w$ of 200, 300, and 400 mm. For each condition, it was observed that a void first appeared near the water table and then gradually expanded. It was also noted that the higher the water table ($h_w$), the larger the cavity and the larger the corresponding ground subsidence. In addition, the rate of eroded mass also showed an increase with $h_w$ due to larger seepage forces. Eventually, based on the results from the experiments, a nonlinear equation was proposed to describe the relationship between hydraulic head and erosion rate.

Mohamed et al. [54] modeled constant continuous water infiltration experimentally using a 3D soil box. Like many other researchers, they examined the effect of hydraulic head. Three different $h_w$ = 260, 400, and 520 mm were applied. During their experiments, they monitor the ground subsidence using point displacement gauges. Mohamed et al. [54] observed that the ground subsidence had a spherical shape when the water table was located at the surface and a conical shape when the water table was below the ground surface. They also observed that maximum ground subsidence had a direct relationship with the water head, i.e., the higher the water head, the larger the subsidence. These findings corroborate the results of previous researchers.

2.2. Pipe Conditions: Pipe Defect and Pipe Depth
2.2.1. Pipe Defect Characteristics

The characteristics of the pipe defect, i.e., its size, shape and location, and orientation, seem to also play a significant role in SEDP. The most critical parameter appears to be the defect size, with shape, orientation or location playing a more secondary role [24,45,52].
However, the ratio between the soil particle and defect size is more important than the size alone. The discussion on how this ratio influences the soil erosion process is presented in Section 2.3. This section only covers the pipe defect characteristics on SEDP separately.

Table 2 summarizes the most important studies that consider pipe defect characteristics as a variable parameter. This table is a subset of Table 1, with more details on the cases where the pipe defect effects were studied. The most common characteristics studied are:

1. defect shape: square, rectangular, straight (i.e., strip), circular, or waist-shaped (Figure 6);
2. defect location and orientation: top and side of the pipe; transversal or longitudinal;
3. defect size: from 2 mm to 20 mm.

Table 2. Parameters that effect SEDP pertaining to pipe condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Defect Size (mm)</th>
<th>Defect Shape</th>
<th>Defect Location</th>
<th>Pipe Depth 1 (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mukunoki et al. [24]</td>
<td>5 x 5; 2.5 x 10; 5 x 50; 5 x 78.5</td>
<td>Square, rectangle, straight</td>
<td>Top of the pipe, on the circumference of the pipe</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mukunoki et al. [41]</td>
<td>2.1 and 5</td>
<td>Straight</td>
<td>on the circumference of the pipe</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guo et al. [42]</td>
<td>10 and 20</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Top of the pipe</td>
<td>100, 200, 300, and 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang et al. [45]</td>
<td>3 and 9</td>
<td>Straight</td>
<td>Top, side and horizontal of the pipe</td>
<td>250 and 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiketiya et al. [47]</td>
<td>10 x 60; 20 x 60; 30 x 60</td>
<td>Rectangle</td>
<td>Top of the pipe</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basak and Sarkar [49]</td>
<td>3 and 5</td>
<td>Straight</td>
<td>Top, side and horizontal of the pipe</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali and Choi [50]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Artifically created crack with no particular shape or dimensions</td>
<td>Bottom and top</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [52]</td>
<td>5 and 5 x 10</td>
<td>Circular and waist-shaped</td>
<td>Top of the pipe</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 pipe depth is equivalent to backfill height (h_b).

Figure 6. Different shapes of studied defects; (a) radial, (b) straight, (c) rectangular, (d) circular (hole), (e) waist-shape, and (f) square.

Zhang et al. [52] studied the effect of the shape of the defect on the loss rate of soil mass due to SEDP. They determined that the rate loss of fine-sand mass is smaller for a circular defect than for a waist-shaped defect. This can be attributed to the number of channels created by a waist-shaped defect through which the fine grains can migrate.

Some researchers [24] studied the effect of defect orientation (more specifically, whether the defect is transverse or longitudinal to the pipe axis) on the loss of fine-sand mass rate, and the results seemed to indicate that orientation has a negligible effect on soil erosion rate, only affecting the cavity shape. Defect size is also important, particularly during infiltration-exfiltration cyclic loadings. In this case, when the slot size is large, subsidence can be observed at very early cycles (even sometimes from the first cycle).
The defect location also affects the rate at which soil erosion occurs and the erosion localization. Tang et al. [45] and Basak and Sarkar [49] observed that when the defect changes from the pipe top to the side or horizon, the eroded region is only shifted to the side, and the general shape of the eroded zone remains unchanged. However, they noticed that the SEDP rate is higher when the defect is on the top of the pipe (Mohamed et al. [54] made similar observations). Ali and Choi [50] also studied the effect of defect location. For that purpose, they created an artificial defect on a pipe with no particular shape or dimensions to try to better mimic a real-life pipe defect. They found out that when the defect is located on the bottom of the pipe, only ground settlements are observed, while if the defect is located on the top of the pipe, ground collapse (sinkhole) could occur.

2.2.2. Pipe Depth

The influence of pipe depth on SEDP was studied by Guo et al. [42]. According to Guo et al. [42], pipe depth has a remarkable direct effect on the eroded zone volume. This makes sense since if the backfill height \( h_s \) is higher, the eroded zone will be larger, and consequently, if the eroded void reaches the surface, the sinkhole diameter will be larger. However, the shallower the pipe, the more likely a sinkhole collapse will occur for the same amount of eroded soil. Thus, pipe depth is an essential factor to consider when performing risk assessments, as is the probability of the consequences. It should be noted that having a large-scale model in the laboratory presents significant challenges, namely specimen preparation, monitoring, water supply, etc. Therefore, to address the pipe depth impact more elaborately, we need to consider conducting large-scale or full-scale tests, which require a large box and other necessary extra equipment.

2.3. Soil Properties

The backfill properties are some of the most influential factors in SEDP. In fact, how the backfill affects SEDP is the most studied factor by several researchers. The most studied properties are the Particle Size Distribution (PSD), relative density, and soil type.

Mukunoki et al. [41] used three types of sands with a maximum grain size of 0.85, 2, and 4.75 mm to study the effects of PSD and the ratio between size defect and maximum grain size on SEDP. In their experimental work, the defect was radial (See Figure 6a). According to the results obtained by Mukunoki et al. [41], increasing the ratio between defect size and maximum grain size increases the cavity size, which potentially leads to a ground collapse. More importantly, for a given ratio, the SEDP rate is not constant, and the cavity volume varies depending on the backfill soil PSD curve; both the uniformity coefficient and the curvature coefficient of the soil play a significant role in SEDP. For example, for a constant ratio of \( B/D_{\text{max}} = 1.1 \) (\( B \) is the defect width and \( D_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum particle size) for two different backfills, the one with a greater uniformity coefficient and curvature coefficient is more susceptible to erosion. Mukunoki et al. [41] also studied the relative backfill density. They observed that for loose backfill, i.e., \( D_r = 40\% \), a severe sinkhole occurred after two infiltration-exfiltration cycles. When \( D_r = 80\% \), however, only ground settlements were observed, even after a hundred infiltration-exfiltration cycles. Their results reflected the importance of compaction quality control when constructing the backfill in the prevention of soil erosion.

Guo et al. [42] measured sand and water discharge flow rate for three different uniformly graded sand. They observed that finer sand had a lower discharge flow rate. Also, for a constant backfill height \( h_s \), the eroded zone volume was almost equal for different sands. Additionally, they stated that the water head \( h_w \) and backfill height \( h_s \) considerably impacts the cavity geometry (i.e., size and diameter), while particle size and defect size mostly influence sand and water volumetric flow rates, with coarser sand displaying higher soil and water volumetric flow rates.

Tang et al. [56] used three different kinds of quartz sand, which were relatively uniform with mean particle sizes of 0.17 mm (fine), 0.96 mm (medium), and 1.52 mm (coarse). For the specimen preparation, the test tank was filled with water, and then the sand was
gradually poured and compacted until it reached the constant porosity of 0.4 layer by layer. Tang et al. [56] studied the defect size as well. They concluded that the ratio between sand volumetric flow rate \( q_s \) and water volumetric flow rate \( q_w \) increases when the defect width and particle size ratio increase. Also, the relationship between water volumetric flow rate and sand volumetric flow is linearly directly proportional \( \frac{q_s}{q_w} = \text{constant} \) and is related to the defect and mean particle size ratio according to Equation (1).

\[
\frac{q_s}{q_w} = 0.18 \ln \left( \frac{D}{d_p} \right)
\]

where \( D \) and \( d_p \) are the defect size and mean particle size, respectively.

Indiketiya et al. [47] also studied the effect of PSD on the risk of SEDP. In their studies, they selected five types of soil profiles within the PSD range recommended by Water Service Association Australia [57]. Two selected backfill soils were classified as SP with different \( D_{85} \) (particle mean diameter at which 85% of the soil is finer), one with high \( D_{85} \) and the other with low \( D_{85} \). The other three soils were classified as SP-SM, SW, and SM. In experiments, they applied cyclic infiltration-exfiltration water inflow as a hydraulic condition. The results show that SP low, SP high, and SP-SM soils are more susceptible to erosion, and the cavity volume formed is larger than for the SW and SM (which consisted of 10-mm crushed rock soils), where no collapse was observed. Soil erosion initiates first for SP-SM (after four cycles), then SP with low \( D_{85} \) (after fifteen cycles), and finally SP with high \( D_{85} \) (after seventeen cycles). If the defect size is the same for all three cases, then the material containing a higher fines percentage is the one to initiate cavity formation faster, even for the soil group type. However, once SEDP starts, the soil erosion rate is much larger for the SP low and SP high than for SP-SM. This means that when the SEDP starts in these soil types, the collapse may develop in a short time. Nevertheless, the final eroded volume is practically the same for all three materials before the collapse.

Indiketiya et al. [47,58] also investigated the effect of the ratio \( B/D_{85} \) (\( B \) is the defect width) on SEDP. They noted that when \( B/D_{85} > 2 \), the cavity formation risk is significant. However, it was observed that soil losses through the 20 mm and 30 mm defect size due to SEDP were insignificant when it came to the coarse soils SW and SM. These results are consistent with Rogers’s [59] study. SEDP will not occur through 10 mm openings in coarse sands that are well-graded, containing a percentage of medium gravel and well-compacted [60]. As a result of their experiments, Indiketiya et al. [47] developed erosion susceptibility graphs for SEDP backfill soils. They found out that the risk of SEDP for grain sizes smaller than 0.3 mm is significant, but it is quite low when grain sizes are larger than 1.18 mm.

As part of their study, Indiketiya et al. [47] also investigated the PSD effect on cavity stability. They observed that backfills contained smaller percentages of fines, even though less prone to SEDP initiation, but when the cavity is formed, it is less stable than in backfills with a larger percentage of fines. This is due to the apparent cohesion in wet conditions. This leads to larger settlements in coarser than in finer sands. However, the total settlements induced by SEDP for 10-mm crushed rock cases were insignificant because the eroded mass was very small. Finally, in their experiments, Indiketiya et al. [47] also measured the erosion cavity angle (Figure 5). They observed that the cavity angle remains relatively unchanged in the ensuing cycles when a visible cavity forms. Tang [34] found that the erosion void angle value fluctuated around the friction angle value for a non-cohesive soil; while the erosion void angle is higher than the friction angle for backfills that contain a high content of fine particles.

Kwak et al. [48] studied the effect of PSD on SEDP by comparing two types of soil: 1. Gwanak soil, representing the actual backfill materials used in South Korea; 2. Jumunjin sand, a standardized, clean, uniform sand. Both soils complied with the recommendations of the Ministry of Environment of Korea [61] and Japan Road Association [62]. Gwanak and Jumunjin are respectively classified as SW-SM and SP according to the unified soil classification system [63]. They performed three tests to study the compaction degree effect on SEDP. One experiment on each soil showed a 92% of compaction degree, which met the Ministry of Environment of Korea [61] and Japan Road Association [62] limit (compaction
degree criteria is 90%), and an additional experiment on the Gwanak backfill (South Korea backfill analog) with lower compaction degree of 84%. In all three experiments, a visible erosion cavity occurred; however, a collapse only occurred in the Gwanak backfill with the lower compaction degree experiment, demonstrating the importance of compaction in lowering the risks of sinkhole formation. Additionally, the results of the experiments showed that for the same compaction degree of 92%, the backfill with fewer fines (i.e., the Jumunjin sand, which is uniform sand) lost more soil due to SEDP than the Gwanak soil, indicating higher susceptibility of uniform soils with less percent of fines to SEDP.

Unlike most previous efforts, Zhang et al. [52] used gap-graded sand to study the mechanisms of soil erosion. They observed two distinct phases that occurred during the water inflow through a defect. In the first phase, the fine particles above the defect immediately erode through the defect, and the water leakage is nonuniform. The water discharge rate is low due to the lower permeability, and the local ground subsidence is visible. This phase is considered to be like the concentrated leak erosion in the internal erosion of embankment dams. In fact, during the first phase, since the water discharge rate is low and the fine particle erosion rate is high, the erosion zone on the right above the defect has a high hydraulic gradient. Consequently, the coarse particles skeleton will form as the soil erosion gradually slows down. Then the second phase of SEDP begins. Downward seepage flow causes the skeleton (arching phenomenon) with the coarser particles to hinder the constant erosion of fine contents. At this stage, leakage erosion stops, and suffusion will continue until all the channels within the skeleton are blocked by fine content migration (see Figure 7). In a more severe scenario, before the arcing phenomenon, the erosion will progress and lead to a sinkhole occurrence. A similar mechanism was observed by Long and Tang [64], who studied soil erosion around tunnel linings.

Khudhair et al. [33] also examined the effects of gradation and the type of backfill on the SEDP, particularly the amount of fine particles (clay). Sandy, loamy sand, and clayey soil were used as backfill materials with uniformity coefficients ($C_u$) of 3.18, 4.21, and 24.23 under cycles of infiltration-exfiltration. Their results showed completely different behavior between cohesive and non-cohesive materials. Clayey soils showed large settlements with a small amount of eroded mass. Meanwhile, in sandy soil, the accumulative eroded soil mass was 24 times higher than in clayey soils for the same loading conditions.

More recently, Mohamed et al. [54] tested two types of sands with an average particle size of $D_{50} = 0.57$ and 1.6 mm (fine and coarse) and monitored the ground subsidence in a three-dimensional soil tank. Based on Mohamed et al. [54] observations, the ground subsidence observed was larger when the backfill contained a higher percentage of fines.

2.4. Other Influencing Factors

Even though most existing research on SEDP focuses on three major factors: (1) the size of the defect and (2) the embedment soil gradation, and (3) the hydraulic conditions, other parameters have also been studied by researchers. These parameters include the effects of other nearby pipelines, external loads, and fluidization. The most influential results are described in this section.
2.4.1. Nearby Pipes

Wang et al. [65] studied the effect of other nearby existing pipes and dynamic loads on SEDP. During the experiments, pipe depth, the relative distance between other pipes and the defective one, and the dynamic load amplitude were the varied parameters. It was observed that when the dynamic loading amplitude increased, the ground subsidence significantly increased (while the other parameters were constant). In addition, they observed that the location of the existing non-defect nearby pipes affected both the cavity formation and its shape.

Sato and Kuwano [66] conducted several small-scale tests to investigate the effect of other buried structures on the cavity formation induced by erosion due to a defective pipe. They used rectangular wooden blocks in different positions to simulate other existing buried structures. They observed that the block position and orientation changed the cavity size and shape due to the hydraulic gradient changes near the defect. They also observed an increased soil loss when the block was located right above the defect, making this configuration the most vulnerable one in terms of soil erosion.

Sato and Kuwano [43] examined the relative location effect of other pipes above a defective pipe on the SEDP void characteristics. They observed that the localization and spatial progression of voids due to SEDP were governed by the localized seepage flow that formed between the void and around existing pipes. The temporal voids progression depended mostly on the hydraulic conductivity of the embedment soil. The overall observation was that the existence of another pipe above the defect merely alters the cavity shape.

2.4.2. Fluidization

Fluidization is a phenomenon that can occur when a defect is present on a pressurized pipe that can promote or cause the occurrence of SEDP. Fluidization occurs when the granular soils transform into a fluid-like state after being pressurized by a liquid, mostly water. This can happen when a pressurized buried pipe leaks within a granular backfill [67]. There are a few relevant studies that elaborate on the effect of pipe defects on the backfill disturbance area and shape, as well as the parameters that most influence the onset of fluidization [67–70]. Most of these studies focus on determining the critical flow rate for full fluidization; however, there are no studies that investigate the coupling between fluidization and soil erosion. It is worth highlighting that this mechanism is similar to the sand boiling in the embankment internal erosion mechanism.

3. Soil Erosion Due to Defective Pipes (SEDP): Numerical Studies

Numerical simulation is an important approach to studying soil erosion; however, numerical simulations that concentrate specifically on modeling SEDP are rather scarce. Internal soil erosion is a multiscale problem, i.e., it occurs in dimensions of different orders of magnitude.

Macroscopic applications are normally modeled using continuous numerical models such as the finite element method (FEM) [71–73] and the finite difference method (FDM) [74,75]. The limitation of these models is that, due to their continuous nature, they are not able to model the changes in soil particle distribution during the erosion process (which occurs at the microscale).

To address this limitation, many scholars developed numerical simulations to model the micromechanics of internal erosion [75–79]. Many recent studies use the discrete element method (DEM) since this particle-based method can take into consideration the effect of every particle [80,81], making this method ideal for micro-scale applications. Nevertheless, the method is not suitable for modeling large-scale systems due to its high computational consumption. Others use numerical methods such as the Boltzmann method [79] and the material point method [77] to model internal erosion at the micro- or mesoscale. However, most of these models are at the initial stages of research or are difficult to scale, making them unsuitable for modeling real-life internal soil erosion applications.
There have been a few attempts to study the multiscale characteristics of internal erosion. The most relevant are by Scholtes et al. [82] and Fascetti and Oskay [83]. Scholtes et al. [82] used a simplified approach that mimics particle removal due to internal erosion combined with the DEM model to study the induced deformations and property changes along the erosion process. Fascetti and Oskay [83] simulated backward erosion at the local scale using FDM and predicted the response of a flood protection system using a machine learning model.

There are also many numerical studies that use Finite Element Method (FEM) models to look into the effects of voids on buried structures like tunnels and pipes [84–87]. These studies focus on determining the stresses and strains caused by the voids on the existing buried infrastructure, but they do not model the processes by which these voids were formed (initiated and progressed), and they do not necessarily pertain to voids that were formed by SEDP.

It should be noted that the number of numerical studies directly related to SEDP is low. Most of the studies listed above either study internal soil in general terms or study it in the context of other applications, such as landslides or embankment dams. Only a handful of researchers studied internal soil erosion in the context of SEDP. This is important since different factors uniquely affect SEDP. A few studies on SEDP are by Tang et al. [88], DEM, Zhang et al. [52], FEM, Long and Tan [64], DEM, and by Tang et al., Guo and Zhu, [45,55,56] that developed analytical approaches to model SEDP.

Tang et al. [56] developed a coupled model using DEM with Darcy’s law to simulate seepage erosion of sand soils through an orifice, which fails to correctly represent what is observed in most experimental research, where most of the time a void is formed and expands through cycles of infiltration-exfiltration.

Zhang et al. [52] developed a FEM to model their soil erosion laboratory tests. They proposed an erosion equation that was incorporated into the Mohr–Coulomb constitutive model and used this adapted constitutive model in their numerical FEM to simulate their experiments.

Long and Tan [64] coupled two commercial software, an FDM (FLAC) and a DEM (PFC), to examine the internal soil erosion due to tunnel leaking, which is a similar phenomenon to SEDP.

Xiong et al. [89] investigated the effect of particle shape on internal instability (one of the mechanisms of soil erosion), also known as suffusion, using a coupled Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) and DEM approach at the microscale. Their results revealed that particle loss is more evident in spherical-shaped particles. Their studies and results are quite interesting; however, they have not been validated using large-scale experimental models.

None of the current numerical methods mentioned above can model the complex multiscale mechanics of the initiation and evolution of SEDP. The current studies are quite simplified; they either focus on the macroscale neglecting the small-scale grain interaction and changes in the particle size distribution during internal erosion, or focus on the microscale only and are unsuitable for modeling real-life problems. Certainly, numerical modeling to simulate SEDP (initiation and progression) requires further in-depth investigations, particularly when it comes to the development of efficient multiscale approaches.

4. Discussion on the Potential Mechanisms of SEDP

Internal erosion is a significant concern in both embankment dams and defective pipes, and understanding the underlying mechanisms is crucial for mitigation and prevention. While there are similarities in the principles of internal erosion, distinct factors contribute to erosion in each scenario. In embankment dams, internal erosion occurs when eroded soil particles within the dam structure are transported by flowing water, compromising the dam’s stability over time. Robbins and Griffiths [13] identify two criteria for internal erosion in embankments: (1) the eroded soil must have the ability to flow downstream, and (2) there must be sufficient flow or driving force for the initiation and progression of erosion. These criteria are equally applicable to SEDP.
In SEDP, hydraulic loading (i.e., the driving forces or the hydraulic gradient that provides) is primarily generated by three main scenarios: (1) pipe leakage (monotonic exfiltration), (2) rainfall events (monotonic infiltration), and (3) groundwater fluctuation (infiltration and exfiltration). These scenarios are depicted in Figures 3 and 4.

Pipe leakage occurs when water escapes from the pipe through defects, resulting in a gradual release of water into the surrounding soil. Rainfall events introduce water into the soil through the defective pipe, leading to an increase in hydraulic loading. Groundwater fluctuation involves water movement into and out of the soil, influenced by factors such as precipitation and changes in water table levels. This fluctuation contributes to both infiltration and exfiltration processes.

Figure 8 illustrates what we believe to be the sequential steps involved in SEDP and its correlation with the occurrence of sinkholes. Sinkholes are a direct outcome of the progression through steps 3, 4, 5, and 6. These steps encompass the development of a cavity resulting from hydraulic loading on a defective pipe (step 1), followed by the stabilization and expansion of the cavity under the influence of hydraulic loads (steps 2 and 3). As the cavity expands, the surrounding soil's cohesion is compromised, leading to instability (step 4). Consequently, the soil above the cavity collapses, perpetuating the process of SEDP (step 5). This ongoing erosion ultimately leads to an enlargement of the defect size, referred to as the new defect size (step 6). The repetition of steps 3–6 eventually culminates in the occurrence of a sinkhole (step 7).

By examining the mechanisms and previous research on SEDP, it becomes evident that the application of hydraulic loads initiates contact erosion, also known as scour. This initial erosion process subsequently triggers other internal erosion mechanisms, such as concentration leak erosion and internal instability. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that SEDP follows a sequential pattern involving the formation and expansion of cavities, loss of cohesion, collapse of soil, and the enlargement of the defect size. These mechanisms are supported by existing studies on SEDP, which highlight the role of hydraulic loading in initiating erosion and the subsequent development of sinkholes.

Based on the limited studies, we hypothesize that contact erosion is the initial stage of the SEDP because the soil is initially stable when in contact with the pipe before hydraulic loading is applied. Subsequently, concentrated leak erosion and internal instability become the dominant mechanisms driving the progression of SEDP. The specific mechanism prevailing depends on the soil type and, most importantly, the defect size (whether it is the actual defect size or the new defect size depicted in Figure 8). These mechanisms persistently drive the SEDP until a sinkhole occurs. For example, if the maximum soil particle size is larger than the defect size, internal instability becomes the primary mechanism, and concentrated leak erosion only leads to coarse particle movement in the backfill. Therefore, the relative density of the backfill plays an important role when it comes to concentrated leak erosion because soil with higher compaction results in less particle movement. Kwak et al. [48] emphasized the catastrophic consequences of insufficient backfill compaction in SEDP, although they did not delve into the internal erosion mechanism. Hence, when the backfill soil has low relative density, concentrated leak erosion becomes the primary mechanism of SEDP. It is noteworthy that the driving force in embankment dams is not necessarily gravitational, whereas, in SEDP, gravity is the predominant force. This distinction is significant because, in each step of SEDP (Figure 8), where a cavity with a stable ceiling exists, the groundwater fluctuation may not expand the cavity or increase the eroded soil mass unless the groundwater reaches the cavity ceiling [47] (refer to Figures 5 and 8 step 3). It is evident that severe precipitation, as well as high-pressure pipe leakage, may cause a ceiling collapse.

In the internal erosion in embankments, the crack is representative of a defect in a pipe. As a result of hydraulic gradients and downstream water flow, the crack widens (increasing the defect size), and the internal erosion continues. Indeed, the widened crack that occurs during soil erosion of embankment dams can be seen as a proxy for cavity expansion (cavity width) that occurs in SEDP. Thus, in this case, the actual defect on the
pipe may not be the main driver of SEDP progression, but the actual size of the void (at any point in time) may have an effect on the progression of SEDP, as shown in Figure 8. Both scenarios (SEDP and soil erosion in embankment dams) involve the initiation and propagation of erosion due to hydraulic forces. In embankment dams, eroded soil particles are transported by water, compromising the dam’s stability. Similarly, in SEDP, hydraulic loading from pipe leakage, rainfall events, and groundwater fluctuation initiates erosion, leading to the formation and expansion of cavities. The widening of cracks in embankment dams mirrors the enlargement of cavities in SEDP.

![Figure 8. SEDP progression and sinkhole occurrence.](image)

In conclusion, the mechanisms of SEDP involve contact erosion, concentrated leak erosion, and internal instability. The initiation and progression of SEDP are driven by hydraulic loading, which is influenced by pipe leakage, rainfall events, and groundwater fluctuation. These mechanisms operate sequentially, leading to the formation and expansion of cavities and eventually collapse. The specific mechanisms prevailing in SEDP depend on different factors, such as soil properties, particularly the relative density of the backfill, and the size of the defect in relation to soil particle distribution. Nevertheless, further research is needed to gain a more comprehensive understanding of these mechanisms and their interactions to develop more accurate predictive models and guidelines.
5. Gaps in Current Knowledge and Needed Research

Major gaps exist in current research regarding internal soil erosion in urban environments caused by defective pipes. These are detailed in the following sections.

5.1. Lack of Extensive Studies and Repeatability

Most of the existing studies do not look at the particular parameter effect on SEDP in an extensive manner. They often tend to try to study several parameters in one experimental campaign ending up not varying each parameter in a systematic and extensive way. There is also a lack of repeatability in the results since, often, only a few experiments have been carried out without any tests performed under the same conditions for verification.

5.2. SEDP Mechanisms

Most existing research focuses on one specific internal erosion mechanism: internal instability (suffusion/suffosion), where finer soil particles are eroded from within a matrix of coarser soil particles. However, from studies on soil erosion in dams, it exists different mechanisms that can lead to soil erosion. One of these mechanisms is leakage erosion, which is characterized by soil particle loss through cracks or gaps. Statistics of failures collected by Foster et al. [4] and the National Performance of Dams Program (NPDP) at Stanford University [90], and the ERINOH database [91] clearly show that the most dangerous mechanism of all initiating mechanisms of internal erosion causing failures in dams is concentrated leaks. Erosion mechanisms in the vicinity of pipe defects do not necessarily differ from those observed in embankment failures. Experiments by Zhang et al. [52] with gaped sand indicate that concentrated leak does occur through the loss of particles near the pipe defects due to gravity and seepage. Their experiments suggest that there may be a transition or interaction from/between leakage to/and suffusion (internal instability). This interaction between these two mechanisms and the circumstances in which one is most prevalent over the other is not considered in any previous research. In Indiketiya et al. [47], it was recommended that the standards of appropriate backfill selection for buried pipelines should be revised. Therefore, in order to determine the characteristics of an “ideal” backfill (particularly its PSD), further experiments and research are needed.

5.3. SEDP Scenarios

Most of the research focuses on studies where the defect is at the top of the pipe. Some studied other locations, such as the sides. If the defect is present in the lower pipe part, the water table is below the pipe, exfiltration from the fluids inside the pipe may also cause soil erosion, creating a void right underneath the pipe. It can then progress and lead to a collapse (Figure 9). Only Ali and Choi [50] performed limited small-scale tests in which the lower part pipe defects were considered. However, their results are inconclusive, and the effect of hydraulic conditions, e.g., the water table below the pipe, was not well considered.

Figure 9. Two possible extreme scenarios for SEDP occurrence. The defect is located at the (a) top, with the water table above the pipe and (b) bottom, with the water table below the pipe.
5.4. Initial Hydraulic Conditions

In almost all the existing research studies, the saturation of the backfill soil specimen is done by supplying water from the defect, which may induce a disturbance of the sample right above the defect, and around it, changing the initial conditions. Additionally, previous investigations have failed to consider the presence of a water table beneath the pipe defect, assuming that it always rises above the defect solely due to rainfall. Another aspect overlooked by researchers is that the supplied water infiltrates solely through the defect, while it can also seep from other parts of the model as it flows into the defect. These aspects should be addressed in the future to enhance the accuracy of future investigations.

5.5. Unsaturated Aspects

The unsaturated aspects were also ignored by scholars. In most studies, the specimens were prepared at the optimum moisture content and tested shortly afterward. For infiltration-exfiltration cycles, the same happens; there is no delay between the end of one cycle and the start of the other. This does not represent what can be observed during sinkhole incidents. They occur a while after rain events have ended. As the soil specimen dries up, capillarity forces decline, and collapse may occur. To address this gap, the time effect after each hydraulic loading application and unsaturated aspects related to this phenomenon should be studied using different sensors such as tensiometers and water moisture probes.

5.6. Fluidization

Most existing studies focus on unpressurized pipes. When pipes are pressurized, different mechanics come into play, and fluidization is believed to be the most predominant in pressurized pipes with defects. The effect of fluidization and its interaction with internal erosion has not been elaborately investigated. In other words, once fluidization occurs, the soil erosion mechanism due to the defective pressurized pipe is unclear. Previous investigations focused mostly on fluid mechanics rather than the soil mechanics aspect of the phenomenon, and none looked at the interaction between soil erosion and fluidization as it is a complex phenomenon.

5.7. Scale Effects

Regarding model geometry, the majority of the prior research projects simulated a two-dimensional model, which is not compatible with reality. To consider the scale effects, large-scale, full-scale, and field tests should be carried out.

5.8. Numerical Modelling

The amount of existing numerical modeling studies of SEDP is scarce. There is little research in this area. Most studies are general and not in the context of SEDP. Moreover, SEDP is a multiscale phenomenon, and an effective approach capable of studying SEDP across different scales is therefore urgently needed. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, based on current numerical approaches, only advanced numerical methods such as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) or the Discrete Element Method (DEM) incorporated with other approaches such as CFD are able to model SEDP; however, it should be noted that due to the type of hydraulic loading application in SEDP and unsaturated ambient, no numerical simulation can be found in the literature to simulate real-life SEDP and they need to be developed. It should be pointed out that in a very recent study by Ma et al. [92], seepage-induced internal soil erosion in an embankment was modeled in five phases, including air, water, fluidized particles, erodible particles, and the soil skeleton using the SPH approach. In their model, hydraulic loading application was transient.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a critical review aiming at expanding our understanding of Soil Erosion due to Defective Pipes (SEDP) in urban environments, focusing specifically on
experimental investigations. However, it is crucial to acknowledge that the existing studies on SEDP, particularly in terms of comprehending its mechanics, require a more systematic and conclusive approach. Despite this limitation, the current body of knowledge offers an initial insight into the various factors influencing SEDP.

Hydraulic conditions and flow rate play a significant role in SEDP. The amount and velocity of infiltrated or exfiltrated water can greatly impact soil erosion, as expected—higher flows result in increased soil erosion. Particularly cyclic infiltration-exfiltration loadings significantly contribute to SEDP. According to existing studies, monotonic water inflow (exfiltration) seems to loosen soil without cavity formation, while monotonic water drainage (infiltration) leads to cavity development. Among these monotonic hydraulic conditions, infiltration seems more critical than exfiltration.

The water table level directly impacts the amount of eroded soil, with higher water tables (i.e., higher gradient and, therefore, higher flows) resulting in a larger eroded soil mass. It also plays a crucial role in cavity stability, where an above-ceiling water table level causes instability and potential cavity expansion.

Soil properties play a crucial role in determining soil susceptibility to erosion, with Particle Size Distribution (PSD) and fine content being particularly influential factors. Fine content has a greater impact on soil erosion susceptibility than the ratio between grain size and defect size, which is also an important determining factor. Furthermore, an increase in the ratio between the defect and maximum grain sizes results in larger eroded cavity sizes. The Relative Density ($D_r$) and soil compaction also play a significant role in SEDP. Low values of $D_r$ and compaction make backfills more vulnerable to internal erosion, whereas high values of $D_r$ and compaction act as protective measures against SEDP.

The curvature and uniformity coefficients are effective indicators in the PSD of backfill soil concerning SEDP. When comparing two PSDs with similar maximum grain sizes, a soil with higher uniformity and curvature coefficients (i.e., uniform soils) is more susceptible to erosion as the cavity forms earlier in such soils.

The percentage of fine soil is an important factor in predicting SEDP. Soils with higher fine content experience faster cavity initiation, as fine particles are more prone to erosion and can migrate easily. Soil classification groups are inadequate in assessing erosion risk, as a higher fines percentage initiates cavity formation faster, regardless of the soil group. However, once SEDP begins, soils with a lower percentage of fines exhibit a much higher erosion rate, despite fine-grained soil initiating cavity formation faster. Fine-grained soils tend to have more stable existing cavities because a higher percentage of fines provides additional cohesive strength through apparent cohesion under wet conditions.

Defect size, shape, location, and depth are critical factors in SEDP. The occurrence of sinkholes depends not only on the ratio between the mean particle size and defect size but also on the ratio between the maximum particle ($D_{max}$) size and defect size. Smaller $D_{max}$ increases the risk of sinkhole occurrence. Larger defect sizes result in higher erosion rates for a given soil type. The location of the defect affects the rate and localization of soil erosion. The depth of the defected pipe directly impacts cavity volume, with deeper pipes leading to greater eroded soil mass and larger sinkhole diameters on the ground surface.

Other influencing factors include the presence of subsurface structures, which can alter seepage paths and cavity shapes but have a negligible effect on soil erosion volume and rate. External loads, such as traffic loads, accelerate SEDP. Leakage from a defective pipe, combined with water pressure, can cause backfill fluidization and piping soil erosion. The presence of a defect on a pressurized pipe can result in fluidization of the backfill, potentially reaching the ground surface depending on the fluid and its pressure.

Numerical modeling studies on SEDP are limited, with most researchers often relying on standard modeling techniques like FEM or DEM to simulate their experimental work. Existing studies on internal soil erosion can be categorized into macroscale (often modeled using FEM or FDM) and microscale (often modeled using DEM). More advanced numerical approaches, such as SPH, should be developed for capturing SEDP complexity across different scales.
Internal instability and concentration leak erosion appear to be the most dominant mechanisms when it comes to SEDP. Depending on the type of soil, i.e., PSD, each mechanism may become the primary in SEDP progression. Another important parameter in the SEDP mechanism pertains to defect size and its expansion. In fact, the real defect is located on the pipe, while the cavity size represents a new defect size which causes SEPD progression and eventually sinkhole occurrence. A bold and effective investigation of the possible mechanisms through systematic evaluations of all influencing factors, experimentally and numerically, is recommended. This multifactorial hazard analysis could pave the way for accurate forecasting of SEDP. The identified gaps in this review should guide further experimental and numerical research into this phenomenon.
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